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Abstract
Graphics processing units (GPUs) are increasingly used
for non-graphics computing. However, applications with
divergent control flow incur performance degradation on
current GPUs. These GPUs implement the SIMT execution model by serializing the execution of different control flow paths encountered by a warp. This serialization
can mask thread level parallelism among the scalar threads
comprising a warp thus degrading performance. In this paper, we propose a novel branch divergence handling mechanism that enables interleaved execution of divergent paths
within a warp while maintaining immediate postdominator reconvergence. This multi-path microarchitecture decouples divergence and reconvergence tracking by replacing the stack-based structure typically employed to support
SIMT execution with two tables: a warp split table and a
warp reconvergence table. It also enables reconvergence
before the immediate postdominator which is important for
efficient execution of unstructured control flow. Evaluated
on a set of benchmarks with complex divergent control flow,
our proposal achieves up to a 7× speedup with a harmonic
mean of 32% over conventional single-path SIMT execution.

1

Introduction

Current graphics processing units (GPUs) enable nongraphics computing using a Single Instruction Multiple
Threads (SIMT) execution model. The SIMT model is typically implemented using a single instruction sequencer to
operate on a group of threads, called a warp by NVIDIA,
in lockstep. This amortizes instruction fetch and decode
cost improving efficiency. To implement the SIMT model
a mechanism is required to allow threads to follow different control flow paths. Current GPUs employ mechanisms
that serialize the execution of divergent paths. Typically,
they ensure reconvergence occurs at or before the immediate postdominator (IPDOM)1 [9] of the divergent branch.
1 The immediate postdominator of a branch is the earliest point in the
program that all diverged threads from the branch are guaranteed to cross

This serialization of divergent control flow paths reduces
thread level parallelism (TLP), but this reduction can be
mitigated if the concurrent execution of divergent paths is
enabled. Indeed, there have been several proposals to support multi-path execution in GPUs [17, 13, 4, 21]. However,
previous multi-path proposals have limitations. Dynamic
warp subdivision (DWS) [17] enables interleaving the execution of divergent control flow paths. DWS uses compiler heuristics to decide which branches start subdividing
a warp into splits and which do not. Diverged splits reconverge at the IPDOM of a subdividing branch. However, the
IPDOMs of branches nested within the subdividing branch
are ignored. To compensate, the heuristics employed by
DWS must carefully balance SIMD utilization with TLP.
Dual-Path Stack (DPS) [21] enables interleaving two divergent paths while maintaining IPDOM reconvergence.
In this paper, we explore how to enable multi-path execution with support for an arbitrary number of divergent control flow paths while maintaining IPDOM reconvergence.
We demonstrate that this is possible if the tracking of diverged control flow paths is decoupled from the tracking
of their reconvergence points. Hence, we propose replacing
the stack-based reconvergence mechanisms with two tables.
One table tracks the concurrent executable paths, while the
other tracks the reconvergence points. We demonstrate how
to extend this mechanism to enable opportunistic early reconvergence to improve the SIMD unit utilization for applications with unstructured control flow behaviour [8]. Evaluated on a set of benchmarks with multi-path divergent
control flow, our proposal achieves an average of 30% reduction in idle cycles, 48% average improvement in SIMD
efficiency and 32% harmonic mean speedup compared to
the conventional single-path execution. Also, our proposal
achieves 22.5% harmonic mean speedup over DPS.
The contributions of this paper are:
• It proposes a new branch divergence handling mechanism that enables multi-path execution with support
before the program exit.
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Figure 2. Divergent code example

Figure 1. Baseline architecture
for an arbitrary number of diverged splits while maintaining reconvergence at the IPDOM.
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• It extends the proposed mechanism to enable early reconvergence opportunistically at run-time.
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• With detailed analysis, we show that our proposal provides up to a 7× speedup with a harmonic mean of
32% over the single-path execution model; and up to
4.5× speedup with a harmonic mean of 22.5% over the
recent Dual-Path execution proposal [21].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our baseline and the conventional stack-based reconvergence mechanism. Section 3 describes the multipath microarchitecture. In Section 4, we extend it to enable
opportunistic reconvergence at early reconvergence points.
Section 5 describes our methodology. Section 6 describes
experimental results, Section 7 summarizes related work
and Section 8 concludes.
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Figure 3. Execution with Single-Path Stack

This section describes our baseline architecture and explains the branch divergence problem in GPUs.

active mask of the warp, threads that should not execute,
due to branch divergence, are disabled. The issued instructions fetch their operands from the register file. It is then
executed on the corresponding pipeline (ALU or MEM).

2.1

2.2

2

Baseline SIMT Accelerator

Architecture

We study modifications to the GPU-like accelerator architecture shown in Figure 1. Current GPU designs consist
of multiple processing cores. Each core consists of a set of
parallel lanes (or SIMD units). Initially, an application begins execution on a host CPU, then a kernel is launched on
the GPU in the form of a large number of logically independent scalar threads. These threads are split into logical
groups operating in lockstep in a SIMD fashion (referred to
as warps). Each SIMT core interleaves a number of warps
on a cycle-by-cycle basis. The Instruction Buffer unit (IBuffer) contains storage to hold decoded instructions and
register dependency information for each warp. The scoreboard unit is used to detect register dependencies. A branch
unit manages control flow divergence. The branch unit abstracts both the storage and the control logic required for
divergence and reconvergence. Section 2.2 explains in detail the branch unit used in our baseline.
The issue logic selects a warp with a ready instruction in
the instruction buffer to issue for execution. Based on the

Branch Divergence in GPUs

Figure 2 illustrates a simple example of divergent code
and its corresponding control flow graph (CFG). The bit
mask in each basic block of the CFG denotes which threads
of a single warp containing four threads will execute that
block. The rightmost bit represents thread with thread
ID=0. All threads execute basic block A. Upon executing
A
divergent branch BRB−C
, warp A1111 diverges into two
warp splits [17] B0101 and C1010 . In our notation, branches
are abbreviated as BR with a superscript representing the
basic block containing the branch and a subscript represents
the successor basic blocks. Each warp split is represented
by a letter representing the basic block that the split is executing with a subscript indicating the active threads.
The immediate postdominator (IPDOM) of the branch
BRA
B−C , basic block D, is the earliest point where all
threads diverging at the branch are guaranteed to execute.
We say an execution mechanism supports IPDOM reconvergence if it guarantees all threads in the warp that are active at any given branch are again active (executing in lock-

step) when the immediate postdominator of that branch is
next encountered. IPDOM reconvergence is favorable because the immediate postdominator is the closest point all
threads in a warp are guaranteed to reconverge1 . A mechanism for supporting IPDOM reconvegence using a stack of
active masks [16] was introduced by Fung et al. [9]. However, there are different possible implementations that can
support IPDOM reconvergence as defined above.
The postdominance relation between basic blocks can be
represented in the form of a postdominator tree. In a postdominator tree, each node’s descendants are those nodes it
immediately dominates. We refer to basic blocks that are
not ancestors or children with respect to each other as parallel basic blocks. Warp splits at parallel basic blocks can
execute independently without impacting the reconvergence
location. For example, warp splits B1010 and C0101 can execute independently until they reach basic block D [17].
Single-Path Stack Execution Model: Several designs
have been proposed for handling branch divergence [16, 9,
25, 26]. They can achieve IPDOM recovergence but serialize execution of parallel control flow paths such that one
split of a warp is scheduled repeatedly until reaching a reconvergence point.
Figure 3 illustrates the operation of the Single-Path Stack
(SPS) model that we compare against in this paper, called
IPDOM by Fung et al. [9], while it is executing the code
example in Figure 2. The example assumes that each basic block contains two dependent instructions and that all
instructions have one cycle latency, except the first instructions in blocks B and C, which have two cycle latency.
In SPS, a per-warp stack is used to manage divergent
control flow. Initially, the stack has a single entry during
the execution of basic block A 1 . Once branch BRA
B−C is
executed, the PC of the diverged entry is set to the reconvergence PC (RPC) of the branch (D). Also, resulting warp
splits, C1010 and B0101 , are pushed onto the stack 2 . The
RPC of the new entries is set to the RPC of the executed
branch (D). At this point, only warp split B0101 is eligible
for scheduling, as it resides at the top of the stack (TOS entry). Warp split C1010 is not at the top of the stack, hence,
it cannot be scheduled. As a result, on cycle 4, there are
no instructions to hide the latency of the first instruction in
basic block B. Once warp split B0101 reaches its reconvergence point (D), its corresponding entry is popped from the
stack 3 . Then, warp split C1010 executes until it reaches its
reconvergence point (D) after which it is popped from the
stack 4 . Finally, the diverged threads reconverge at D1111 .
The above execution results in two idle cycles.
Stack-Based Reconvergence Limitations: The SPS execution model allows only a single control flow path to exe1 Likely convergence [10] and thread frontiers [8] identify earlier recon-

vergence points that can occur dynamically in unstructured control flow if
a subset of paths between branch and IPDOM are executed by a warp.
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Figure 4. Fraction of running scalar threads
while varying maximum warp splits and assuming IPDOM reconvergence
cute at a time, which reduces the number of running threads.
Active threads on alternate paths that are not on the top
of stack may be either waiting at a reconvergence point or
ready to execute a parallel control flow path. During cycles
when the pipeline is idle due to long latency events these
alternate control paths could make progress, as observed
by Meng et al. [17]. Thus, the SPS model captures only
a fraction of the actual thread level parallelism (TLP). The
remaining TLP is essentially masked by a structural hazard implicit in the use of a stack for implementing IPDOM
reconvergence.
Figure 4 quantifies this by showing the amount of TLP
available to the scheduler as we increase the maximum
number of concurrently executable warp splits supported by
hardware while IPDOM reconvergence is maintained. The
graph plots the average portion among all the scalar threads
that can be scheduled because they are active in the top entry of the stack. The SPS execution model corresponds to
enabling a single warp split. Section 5 gives more details
about the benchmarks and the methodology.
For this set of benchmarks, the SPS execution model
captures from 15% of overall TLP in the MC benchmark up
to around 65% in MEMC. Figure 4 suggests that up to 35%
more TLP is available when moving from SPS to a mechanism allowing any number of warp splits to be concurrently
scheduled while maintaining IPDOM reconvergence. TLP
does not go to 100% with unlimited warp splits because
some threads need to wait at reconvergence points.

3

Multi-Path IPDOM (MP IPDOM)

In this section we propose a hardware mechanism that
allows concurrent scheduling of any number of warp splits
while still maintaining IPDOM reconvergence. To achieve
this we replace the SIMT reconvergence stack structure
with two tables. The warp Split Table (ST) records the
state of warp splits executing in parallel basic blocks (i.e.,
blocks that do not dominate each other), which can therefore be scheduled concurrently. The Reconvergence Table
(RT) records reconvergence points for the splits. The ST
and RT tables work cooperatively to ensure splits executing
parallel basic blocks will reconverge at IPDOM points.

3.1

Operation of MP IPDOM

We use the same simple control flow graph in Figure 2 to
explain the high level operation of the Multi-Path IPDOM
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try in the ST table is invalidated 3a , and its active mask is
subtracted from the pending active mask of the corresponding entry in the RT table 3b . Later, on cycle 7, warp split
C1010 reaches reconvergence point (D). Thus, its entry in
the ST table is also invalidated 4a , and its active mask is
subtracted from the pending active mask of the corresponding entry in the RT table 4b . Upon each update to the
pending active mask in the RT table, the Pending Mask is
checked if it is all zeros, which is true in this case. The
entry is then moved from the RT table to the ST table 5 .
Finally, the reconverged warp D1111 executes basic block D
on cycles 7 and 8.
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PC RPC Reconvergence Mask Pending Mask
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D
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Figure 6 illustrates how MP IPDOM handles nested
branches. It shows the state of the ST and RT tables after
each step of executing the control flow graph in the left part
of the figure. In our explanation of this example, we assume
a particular sequence of events that results from one possible scheduling order. However, Multi-Path IPDOM does
not require a specific scheduling order.
Initially, a single entry in the ST exists for warp split
A1111 1 . After branch BRA
B−C , the MP control unit updates the ST and RT tables in a way identical to that described in Section 3.1 2 . Both warp splits in B0101 and
C1010 are scheduled on the pipeline. Subsequently, warp
split C1010 diverges at BRC
D−E 3 . Hence, the entry corresponding to C1010 in the ST table is moved to the RT table
with PC field set to the the reconvergence point of BRC
D−E ,
which is F in this case. Also, two new entries corresponding to both sides of BRC
D−E are added to the ST table. As
explained in detail in Section 3.3, the new entries are added
to the first unallocated entries in the ST table.
At this point MP IPDOM exposes parallelism in three
parallel control flow paths. Later, warp split B0101 reaches
the reconvergence point G 4 . The MP control unit looks
for the entry in the RT with PC=G and its active mask is a
super set of the active mask of B0101 entry in the ST table.
As described in Section 3.3, the ST can store direct indices
to the reconvergence entries in the RT. However, as later
explained in Section 4, a performance optimized version of
MP IPDOM uses an associative search through ST and RT
table entries to detect earlier reconvergence opportunities.
The reconvergence entry is found to be G1111 . The active mask of warp split B0101 is then subtracted from the
Pending Mask of the reconvergence entry G1111 . Finally,
the B0101 entry in the ST table is invalidated 4 .
Later warp split E1000 reaches its reconvergence point F
5 . The Pending Mask of the reconvergence entry F1010 is
updated accordingly, and the E1000 entry in the ST table is
invalidated. Then, warp split D0010 reaches the same reconvergence point (F). The ST entry is removed and the reconvergence entry F1010 is updated again to mark the arrival of
warp split E1000 6 .
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Figure 5. Execution with Multi-Path IPDOM

with the same assumptions described in Section 2.2. Figure 5 shows the operation of the MP IPDOM illustrating
changes to the ST and RT tables (top) along with the resulting pipeline issue slots (bottom).
The warp begins executing at block A. Since there is no
divergence, there is only a single entry in the ST, and the
RT is empty 1 . The warp is scheduled on the pipeline until it reaches the end of block A. After the warp executes
branch BRA
B−C on cycle 2, warp A1111 diverges into two
splits B0101 and C1010 . Then, the A1111 entry is moved from
the ST to the RT 2a with PC field set to the RPC of branch
BRA
B−C (i.e., D). The RPC can be determined at compile
time and either conveyed using an additional instruction
before the branch or encoded as part of the branch itself
(current GPUs typically include additional instructions to
manipulate the stack of active masks). The Reconvergence
Mask entry is set to the same value of the active mask of the
diverged warp split before the branch. The Pending Mask
entry is used to represent threads that have not yet reached
the reconvergence point. Hence, it is also initially set to
the same value as the active mask. At the same time, two
new entries are inserted into the ST; one for each side of
the branch 2b . The active mask in each entry represents
threads that execute the corresponding side of the branch.
On the clock cycle 3, warp splits B0101 and C1010 are eligible to be scheduled on the pipeline independently. We assume that the scheduler interleaves the available warp splits.
Warp splits B0101 and C1010 hide each others’ latency leaving no idle cycles (cycles 3-5). On cycle 6, warp split B0101
reaches the reconvergence point (D) first. Therefore, its en-
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Figure 6. Example of Multi-Path IPDOM execution with nested divergence
Upon updating the Pending Mask of the reconvergence
entry F1010 , the MP control unit detects that there are no
more pending threads for this entry (the Pending Mask is
all zeros). Hence, the MP control unit moves the reconvergence entry to the ST table, setting the active mask to the
Reconvergence Mask 7 . Finally, warp split F1010 reaches
the reconvergence point G and updates the reconvergence
entry G1111 . The control unit detects that the Pending Mask
of entry G1111 is all zeros 8 and moves the entry from the
RT table to the ST table 9 .

This example does not cover two special cases. The first
case is when one side of the branch directly diverges to the
reconvergence point of the branch (e.g., if clause with no
else). In this case, the Pending Mask of the corresponding
reconvergence entry is updated to mark this side of branch
as converged, and there is no need to register a new entry
for it in the ST. The second case is when a warp split encounters a branch whose reconvergence point is the same
as the reconvergence point of the diverged warp split (e.g.,
backward branches that create loops). In such a case, there
is no need to add a new entry to the RT table, since the corresponding reconvergence entry already exists.

3.3

Implementation

The modifications to the baseline pipeline consist of
changes to three main parts: branch unit, instruction buffer,
and issue unit. The changes are discussed in detail below.
3.3.1

Branch Unit and Instruction Buffer

Figure 7 shows the details of the branch unit and the instruction buffer (I-Buffer). Each warp has its own ST and RT
tables. The PC entry in ST and RT tables points to the first
instruction in a basic block. I-Buffer entries are allocated
at the warp split granularity and modified to add the SplitID, RPC and Active Mask entries. The I-Buffer is sized to
hold a number of splits equal to the maximum number of
warps per core. The maximum number of entries in the ST
table equals the number of threads in a warp. The size of
the RT table depends on the nesting depth of the application
control flow. Section 6.6 presents the maximum usage of
entries in both the ST and RT tables for our studied benchmarks. Similar to stack-based implementations, RT entries
could be spilled to memory if the benchmark has a very
large nesting depth [6].
Upon divergence, the branch control unit invalidates the
associated split entry in the I-Buffer. Hence, it is no longer
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Figure 7. Multi-Path IPDOM implementation
eligible for fetch or issue. The branch control unit marks
the entry of the associated split in the ST table as unallocated. It also signals the ST table to transfer this entry to
an unused entry in the RT table after modifying the PC field
to the RPC of the branch. The index of this entry, R-Index,
is stored, along with the new warp splits resulting from the
divergence, in the ST table. The R-Index is used to directly
index the corresponding reconvergence entry in the RT table upon reconvergence. Warp splits in the I-Buffer contain
warp and split IDs. The split ID is an index identifying the
warp split in the ST table. After a new warp split is created,
it is written to a free I-Buffer entry. If there are more splits
than I-Buffer entries, the extra splits sit idle in the ST table
until an I-Buffer entry is free.
Upon reconvergence, the branch control unit invalidates
the reconverged entry in both the I-Buffer and the ST table.
It uses the R-Index field of the reconverging split to index
the RT table to update the pending active mask as described
in Section 3.1. Finally, the Pending Mask of the updated
entry is checked; if it is all zeros, it moves the entry to the
first unallocated entry in the ST table.
3.3.2

Scoreboard Logic

Current GPUs use a per-warp scoreboard to track data dependencies [7]. A form of set-associative look-up table
(Figure 8a) is employed, where sets are indexed using warp
ids and entries within each set contain a destination register ID of an instruction in flight for a given warp. When a
new instruction is decoded, its source and destination register IDs are compared against the scoreboard entries of its
warp. A dependency mask that represents registers that are
causing data dependency hazards is produced from these
comparisons and stored in the I-Buffer with the decoded instruction. The dependency mask is used by the scheduler
to decide the eligible instructions at each issue slot. An instruction is eligible only if its dependency mask is all zeros. After writeback, both the scoreboard and the I-Buffer
entries are updated to mark the dependency as cleared. In
particular, the entries in the scoreboard look-up table that
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Figure 8. Changes required to the scoreboard
logic to support Multi-Path IPDOM
correspond to the destination registers of the written-back
instruction are invalidated, and the bits that correspond
to these destination registers in the dependency mask are
cleared for all decoded instructions from this warp.
The Multi-Path IPDOM supports multiple number of
concurrent warp splits running through parallel control flow
paths. Hence, it is essential for the scoreboard logic to correctly handle dependencies for all warp splits and across divergence and reconvergence points. It is also desirable for
the scoreboard to avoid declaring a dependency exists when
a read in one warp split follows a write to the same register
but from another warp split.
Therefore, we modify the scoreboard design by adding
a reserved mask (R-mask) field to each entry in the scoreboard look-up table as shown in Figure 8b. When an instruction is scheduled it bitwise-ORs the R-mask of its destination register with its active mask. When a new instruction is decoded, its source and destination register IDs are
compared against the scoreboard entries of its warp. If the
R-mask bit of a register operand of the instruction is set for
any of the instruction’s active threads then a bit is set in the
dependency mask for the I-Buffer entry associated with the
instruction. This means that there is a pending write to this
register by at least one active thread.
Upon writeback, the destination register’s dependencies
are cleared from the scoreboard by clearing the bits in the
R-mask that correspond to the active threads in the writtenback instruction. The dependency bit masks in the I-Buffer
are also updated. To do so, the active mask of each instruction that belongs to the written-back warp is compared with
the R-mask of the destination registers of the written-back
instruction. The respective destination register bit in the dependency mask is cleared if the instruction active mask and
the R-mask do not have any common active bits. An instruction in the I-Buffer is available to be issued if all the
bits in the dependency mask are zero.
To illustrate the operation of the modified scoreboard and
its interactions with the I-Buffer, we use the example code
snippet in Figure 9. Initially, the scoreboard is empty and I0
has no pending dependencies with any registers. At 1 , I0 is
issued and it reserves a scoreboard entry for its destination
register R0 with R-mask=1111. Also, the branch instruc-

tion splits the warp into two splits that fetch and decode instructions from the two sides of the branch (i.e., I1 and I2 ).
At the decode stage, all the source and destination registers
of the decoded instruction are checked against the reserved
registers in the scoreboard unit to see if there are any pending dependencies, and, accordingly, the dependency mask
of the instruction is generated. In this example, I1 is dependent on R0 while I2 has no pending dependencies. Hence,
I2 is eligible to be issued, and once it is issued, at 2 , it reserves R1 with an R-mask=1010. At 3 , I3 is fetched and
decoded. I3 has pending dependencies on both R0 and R1,
hence its Dep-mask=11. At 4 , I0 writes the load value to
R0 and hence it releases R0 and clears the R-mask of the
R0 entry from the scoreboard unit (the R0 entry becomes
invalid since its R-mask is all zeros). Also, it clears the dependency mask of both I1 and I3 since the R-mask of R0 is
now zeros for all active threads of both instructions. Since
the dependency mask of I1 is all zeros, it becomes eligible
to be issued. Hence, at 5 , it reserves its destination register
R1 with an R-mask=1010; such that R1 becomes reserved
by all lanes—odd lanes due to pending writes of I1 and even
lanes due to pending writes of I2 . At 6 , I2 writes the load
value to R1 and hence it clears the even bits in the R-mask of
register R1 in the scoreboard unit. Currently, R1 has an Rmask=0101 and it does not have any common active threads
with I3 which has an I-mask=1010. Hence, the dependency
bit that corresponds to R1 in the dependency mask of I3 is
cleared and I3 becomes eligible for scheduling.
3.3.3

Interaction with Barriers:

MP IPDOM enables additional functionality for barriers
compared to the SPS model. In SPS, the entire divergent
warp is suspended if any of its diverged threads encounters
a barrier [3]. This is essentially because a stack-based execution model requires the top of the stack split to reach
the reconvergence point before starting the execution of another split. If the top of the stack split is waiting at a barrier,
the entire warp is suspended. Therefore, it is not possible
to synchronize divergent threads of the same warp. In contrast, MP independently schedules diverged warp splits until they reach their reconvergence point enabling threads to
synchronize within the same warp while diverged.

4

Opportunistic Early Reconvergence

In Section 2.2, we explained that the IPDOM reconvergence point is the earliest guaranteed reconvergence point.
However, in certain situations, there are opportunities to reconverge at earlier points than the IPDOM point. Such situations depend on the outcomes of a sequence of branch
instructions and the scheduling order of warp splits. Hence,
early reconvergence is not guaranteed for all executions, but
rather occurs dynamically when certain control paths are

Code Example:
I 0 : LOAD R0 , 0 ( R5 ) ;
i f ( i d %2==0)
I1 :
LOAD R1 , 0 ( R0 ) ;
else {
I2 :
LOAD R1 , 0 ( R4 ) ;
I3 :
ADD R4 , R0 , R1 ;
}
Scoreboard
Reg
R-mask
-

Inst.
I0
-

I-Buffer
Dep-mask
00
-

I-mask
1111
-

1

R0
-

1111
-

I1
I2

01
00

0101
1010

2

R0
R1

1111
1010

I1
-

01
-

0101
-

3

R0
R1

1111
1010

I1
I3

01
11

0101
1010

4

R1

1010

I1
I3

00
10

0101
1010

5

R1

1111

I3

10

1010

6

R1

0101

I3

00

1010

Figure 9. MP IPDOM scoreboard example
followed. Early reconvergence opportunities are common
in applications with unstructured control flow [10, 8].
Figure 10 shows a code snippet that has unstructured
control flow. We will use this code snippet to illustrate
the modified operation of MP with support for opportunistic
early reconvergence. Figure 11 shows instantaneous snapshots for a warp with four threads traversing through the
control flow graph corresponding to the code in Figure 10.
Active masks within basic blocks represent threads that are
executing basic blocks at a specific time. Basic blocks with
no active masks are not executed by any threads at that time.
Figure 11a shows a snapshot of the execution where there
are two warp splits, A0101 and B1010 , executing basic blocks
A and B respectively 1a . Both diverged warp splits have
their IPDOM reconvergence point at D 1b . This initial
state results if a divergence at BRA
B−C results in two splits
B1010 and C0101 , and split C0101 reaches BRC
A−D before
split B1010 finishes executing basic block B.
Next, warp split A0101 branches to basic block B after
executing BRA
B−C . This scenario creates an early reconvergence opportunity, where there are two splits (B0101 and
B1010 ) of the same warp executing the same basic block B
2a . To detect an early reconvergence opportunity, an associative search within the ST using the first PC of the basic
block is performed upon the insertion of any new entry. If
there is an existing entry that matches the new entry in both
the PC and RPC entries then an early reconvergence op-
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Figure 11. Operation of the Multi-Path with the Opportunistic Reconvergence (OREC) enabled

do {
/ / BBA
i f ( cond1 ) {
/ / BBB
break ;
} else {
/ / BBC
}
} w h i l e ( cond2 ) ;
/ / BBD

Figure 10. Unstructured control flow
portunity is detected. The early reconvergence point is the
program counter of the next instruction of the leading warp
split. In this example, B1010 is the leading split, and the
early reconvergence point is labeled BR 2b . A new entry is
added to the RT to represent the early reconvergence point
3a . The RPC of the new entry (B0101 ) is set to the early reconvergence point (BR ). Finally, warp split B1010 in the ST
is invalidated 3b , and accordingly the pending mask of the
early reconvergence entry is updated 3c (warp split B1010
is already at the early reconvergence point).
The execution continues as explained in Section 3. Warp
split B0101 reaches the early reconvergence point BR . Its
entry in the ST is invalidated, the pending mask of the
reconvergence entry BR1111 is updated, and the reconvergence entry BR1111 moves from the RT 4a to the ST 4b .
Similar cases to this example occur with more complex
code in several GPU applications [8]. We evaluate the benefits of opportunistic reconvergence in Section 6.

5

Methodology and Benchmarks

We model MP IPDOM as described in Section 3 in
GPGPU-Sim (version 3.1.0) [2]. Our modified GPGPUSim is configured to model a Geforce GTX 480 (Fermi)
GPU with the configuration parameters distributed with
GPGPU-Sim 3.1.0 but with 16KB instruction cache per
core (see Section 6.4 for details). MP IPDOM does not restrict the scheduling order, so we can use any scheduler.

Interleavable Benchmarks
Name
Abbr.
Monte Carlo
MC [1]
3-D Renderer
REND [27]
MUMMER++
MUMpp [11]
Laplace Solver
LPS [2]
LU Decomposition

Name
Abbr.
Mandelbrot
MAND [19]
MUMMER
MUM[2]
Memcached
MEMC [12]
Ray Tracing
RAY [2]
LUD [2]

Table 1. Studied benchmarks
For both the baseline (i.e., SPS model) and our MP variations, we use a greedy-then-oldest (GTO). GTO runs a single warp until it stalls then picks the oldest ready warp [22].
On the baseline, the GTO scheduler outperforms the TwoLevel and the Loose Round Robin schedulers. For splits
within the same warp, we use a simple Round Robin scheme
to alternate between them. We model, the opportunistic reconvergence optimization described in Section 4 as a separate configuration.
In Section 6, we present results for MP IPDOM when
it limits the number of concurrently supported warp splits.
This is modelled by setting a maximum constraint on the
active number of entries in the ST. If, upon a branch, a new
entry is required to be inserted to the ST, and the table is
already at its maximum capacity, the new warp split is not
considered for scheduling until an ST entry is invalidated.
The configuration with two entries models the effect of the
Dual-Path Stack (DPS) with the Path-Forwarding optimization [21] (more details are provided in Section 7).
We study benchmarks from Rodinia [5] and those distributed with GPGPU-Sim [2]. We also use some benchmarks with multi-path divergence from other sources:
MEMC: Memcached is a key-value store and retrieval
system. It is described in detail by Hetherington et al. [12].
REND: Renderer performs 3D real-time raytracing of
triangle meshes. For benchmarking, we use pre-recorded
frames provided with the benchmark [27].
MC: MC-GPU is a GPU-accelerated X-ray transport
simulation code that can generate clinically-realistic radiographic projection images and computed tomography scans
of the human anatomy [1].

6

Experimental Results
This section presents our evaluation for the MP model.

6.1

SIMD Unit Utilization

Figure 12 shows the SIMD unit utilization ratio for
benchmarks in Table 1. As expected, the SPS, DPS and
basic MP have the same SIMD unit utilization because they
all reconverge at the IPDOM reconvergence points. However, the opportunistic reconvergence optimization provides
an average of 48% and up to 182% improvement in SIMD
unit utilization. Benchmarks that exhibit unstructured control flow benefit from the opportunistic reconvergence.

6.2

Thread Level Parallelism

Figure 13 shows the average ratio of warp splits to warps.
A value grater than one means an increase in the schedulable entities at the scheduler. Hence, it is more likely for the
scheduler to find an eligible split to schedule. The SPS exposes only one split at a time to the scheduler. Hence, its
average ratio of warp splits to warps is always one.
As shown in the figure, benchmarks such as REND,
MAND, MC, MUM and MEMC show a considerable increase in the average ratio of the warp splits as the maximum number of supported warp splits increase. The MP
IPDOM achieves ∼50%-690% increase in the warp splits
compared to SPS, and ∼11%-400% compared to the DPS.
This is mainly because some of these benchmarks have
highly unstructured control flow (e.g. REND, MAND and
MC) and they also have switch and else if statements that
increase the number of parallel control flow paths (e.g.
MEMC, MUM and MC).
The MUMpp, LPS, LUD and RAY benchmarks have a
limited increase in the average number of warp splits (∼5%). This is mainly for two reasons. The LPS, LUD and
RAY benchmarks have SIMD utilization (>75%), hence, for
a large portion of time there is no divergence at all. This
biases the average towards a single split per warp. Also,
the four benchmarks have a maximum of two parallel control flow paths at a time, otherwise, they are dominated by
single-sided branches (i.e., one of their two outcomes is the

SIMD Lanes Utilization
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Figure 12. SIMD units utilization
Average splits to
wavefronts ratio

MAND: Mandelbrot computes a visualization of mandelbrot set in a complex cartesian space. It partitions the
space into pixels and assigns several pixels to each thread
[19].
Note that out of 32 benchmarks, we only report the detailed results for the 9 benchmarks shown in Table 1, because the other benchmarks execute identically over SPS,
DPS and MP variations. They perform identically because they are either non-divergent or they are divergent
but all branches are one-sided branch hammocks such that
the branch target is the reconvergence point. Under IPDOM reconvergence constraints, these applications do not
exhibit parallelism between their basic blocks (i.e., noninterleavable [21]).
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Figure 13. Warp splits to warp ratio

branch reconvergence point). Therefore, for these applications MP acts identically to DPS.
The data in Figure 13 shows that the opportunistic early
reconvergence bounds the increase in the number of warp
splits. This is expected because it forces the splits to wait
for each other at the early reconvergence points, and it tends
to combine multiple splits into a single one.
Figure 14 shows the average breakdown of the threads’
state at the scheduler. The threads’ state means whether the
thread can issue its next instruction (i.e., eligible) or not.
Also, it breaks down the different possible reasons that stalls
a thread. Since a single thread can be stalled due to more
than one reason (e.g., data hazard and structural hazard at
the same time), the breakdown assumes priorities for the
different possible stalling reasons. The priority order is the
order in Figure 14 from bottom to top.
“Suspended" threads are those stalled due to divergence
(i.e., they are either waiting at reconvergence points or they
are waiting at a parallel control flow path). There is a
gradual decrease in the number of “Suspended" threads for
mechanisms that support a larger number of warp splits. For
example, on MAND, MP has an average number of suspended threads that is ∼35% less than SPS.
However, the decrease in the average number of suspended threads does not directly translate to an increase in
eligible threads. In particular, the non-suspended threads
can be stalled due to data or structural hazard. This effect
is pronounced in the MUM and MEMC benchmarks, where
the gradual decrease in the average suspended threads is followed by a gradual increase in the average threads stalled
due to structural hazard.
The REND benchmarks suffers from load imbalance,
where some warps exit the kernel early while others continue execution under divergence. The splits of the diverged
warps are serialized in SPS. This biases the average result
to have a large portion of "Finished" threads on the SPS
model. As we increase the number of allowed warp splits,
the scheduler interleaves the execution of diverged splits
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Figure 18. Overall speedup
which in turn speeds up their execution. Hence, on average, we have more "FINISHED" threads.

6.3

Idle Cycles

Figure 15 shows the idle cycles accumulated for all cores
for our benchmarks. The increase in the average number of
eligible threads in Figure 14 translates into a decrease in
the Idle cycles. Only the MEMC benchmark shows ∼7%
increase in the idle cycles when we adapt MP with opportunistic reconvergence compared to SPS model. We discuss
this in detail in Section 6.4.

6.4

Impact on Memory System

Instruction Locality: MP has a direct impact on instruction cache locality. Unlike the SPS model, MP may require
frequent fetching of instructions from distant blocks in the
code. While this is not a problem for most GPU kernels
which tend to have small static code size, it can considerably affect the instruction cache misses in a large kernel.
We find that the effect of instruction misses on the overall
performance is negligible with a 16 KB cache. Figure 16
shows the instruction cache misses normalized to the SPS
model. There is a considerable increase in instruction cache
misses for the REND benchmark but it has limited effect
on the overall performance (only an average of up to 2.5%
of threads are stalled due to empty instruction buffers; see
Figure 14). Since instruction fetch is done at warp splits
granularity, MP with opportunistic reconvergence tends to
have less instruction cache accesses and misses.
Data Locality: The effect of MP execution on data cache
locality depends on the application and whether parallel
control flow paths access contiguous memory locations or
not. Figure 17 shows the L1 data cache misses normalized to the SPS execution model. The MUM benchmark
has reduced L1 data cache misses in MP compared to the

SPS model, but it does not have a big impact on its performance because it already has low data cache misses (<0.3
MPKI "misses per thousand instructions"). However, the
MEMC benchmark suffers from a significant increase in its
misses (> 80%). In particular, the total misses jumps from
30 MPKI to 82 MPKI. In depth analysis suggests that the
MEMC benchmark loses its intra-warp locality. That is,
warp splits evict each others’ data from the data cache before they get accessed again by the same warp split. These
observations are consistent with prior work [22].

6.5

Overall Performance

Figure 18 shows the speedup over SPS. The speedup
comes mainly due to the reduced idle cycles (i.e., more
warp split instructions per cycle) and the improved SIMD
units’ utilization (i.e., more throughput per warp split instruction). MP with opportunistic reconvergece has 32%
harmonic mean speedup over the SPS model, compared to
18.6% and 12.5% for the basic MP and DPS models.

6.6

Implementation Complexity

As discussed in Section 3.3, implementing MP requires
modifications to the branch unit and the scoreboard logic.
First, we replace the stack with two tables (ST and RT). Figure 19 shows the maximum usage of both tables. Although
the maximum usage of entries in the ST and RT can reach
large numbers with the basic MP, the opportunistic reconvergence helps to bound this increase to a maximum of 12
and 13 entries respectively.
The modified scoreboard logic adds 1.5KB storage requirement for 48 warps per SM each with 8 register entries (GTX480 configuration). We synthesized both the
basic scoreboard and the modified scoreboard on NCSU
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Figure 19. Usage of the WST and RT tables
FreePDK 45nm [24]. We model the scoreboard as a small
set associative SRAM. The synthesis results estimates an
area 175,432 µm2 and a total power of ∼4.4mW total power
at 50% activity factor; compared to 91,365 µm2 and 1mW
power for the original scoreboard. The SRAM used is based
on NCSU’s FabScalar memory compiler, FabMem [23],
with 6 read ports and 3 write ports.
We also use GPU-Wattch [15] to estimate the increase
in the dynamic power due to the associated with overall
increased performance. For all our benchmarks, we find
that the maximum observed increase in the average dynamic
power is (37.5%) for the REND benchmark. However, the
7× speedup justifies such increase in power.

7

Related Work

Dual Path Stack (DPS) is a recent proposal that extends
the SPS stack to support two concurrent paths of execution
[21] while maintaining reconvergence at immediate postdominators. Instead of stacking the taken and not-taken
paths one after the other, the two paths are maintained
in parallel. DPS maintains separate scoreboard units for
each path to avoid false dependencies between independent
splits. However, it is necessary to check both units to make
sure there are no pending dependencies accorss divergence
and reconvergence points. As shown in Section 6, DPS has
limited benefits on benchmarks that have multi-path divergence or benchmarks that have unstructured control flow
behavior. The DPS also suffers from the same limitations
related to interaction with barriers as the SPS model.
Dynamic Warp Subdivision (DWS) adds a warp splits table to the conventional stack [17]. Upon a divergent branch,
it uses heuristics to decide which branches start subdividing
a warp into splits and which do not. If a branch subdivides a
warp, DWS ignores IPDOMs nested in that branch. This often degrades DWS performance compared to the SPS model
[21]. Unlike DWS, MP IPDOM manages to maximize TLP
under the IPDOM reconvergence constraints.
Similar to DPS, Simultaneous Branch Interweaving
(SBI) allows a maximum of two warp splits to be interleaved [4]. However, SBI targets improving SIMD utilization by spatially interleaving the diverged warp splits on the
SIMD lanes. The reconvergence tracking mechanism proposed with the SBI requires constraints on both the code
layout and the warp splits’ scheduling priorities to adhere
to thread-frontier based reconvergence [8].

Dynamic Warp Formation (DWF) is not restricted to IPDOM reconvergence [9]. Instead, it opportunistically group
threads that arrive at the same PC, even though they belong
to different warps. DWF performance is highly dependent
on the scheduling to increase the opportunity of forming
denser warps, and sometimes leads to starvation eddies.
Temporal SIMT (T-SIMT) is a new microarchitecture
where each warp is mapped to a single lane, and the threads
within a warp dispatch an instruction one after the other
over successive cycles [14]. Upon divergence, threads
progress independently; and hence divergence does not reduce the SIMD units utilization. However, reconvergence
is still favourable to perform memory address coalescing
and scalar operations [14]. The T-SIMT microarchitecture
lacks a hardware mechanism to track reconvergence of diverged warp splits, therefore, they insert (syncwarp) instructions at the immediate postdominator of the top-level
divergent branches [14]. Our MP microarchitecture provides a hardware mechanism to track nested reconvergence
points. Hence, it can be integrated with T-SIMT.
Multiple SIMD Multiple Data (MSMD) [28] proposes
quite large changes to the baseline architecture to support
flexible SIMD datapaths that can be repartitioned among
multiple control flow paths. Similar to T-SIMT, MSMD
proposes to use a special syncronization instruction to reconverge at postdominators, however, the paper does not
specify an algorithm that determines where to place these
syncronization instructions and how to determine which
specific threads to synchronize at each instruction.
Thread Block Compaction (TBC) and TBC-like techniques allow a group of warps to share the same SIMT
stack [10, 18]. Hence, at a divergent branch, threads from
grouped warps are compacted into new more dense warps.
Since TBC employs a thread block wide stack, it suffers
more from the reduced thread level parallelism [20]. This
makes MP IPDOM a good candidate to integrate with TBC
to mitigate such deficiencies. For this purpose, the warpwide divergence and reconvergence tables would need to be
replaced with thread block wide tables.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel mechanism which enables efficient multi-path execution in GPUs. In particular, our mechanism enables tracking IPDOM reconvergence
points of diverged warp splits while interleaving their execution. This is achieved by replacing the stack-based structure that handles both the divergence and reconvergence in
the current GPUs with two tables. One table tracks the concurrent executable paths upon every branch, while the other
tracks the reconvergence points of these branches. Furthermore, we illustrate that our multi-path model can be modified to enable opportunistic early reconvergence at run-time
to improve SIMD units utilization for applications with unstructured control flow behavior. Evaluated on a set of

benchmarks with multi-path divergent control flow, our proposal achieves 32% speedup over conventional single-path
SIMT execution.
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